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see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

Spacious sofa with clean lines
BRÅTHULT sofa has a slim design with clean and straight modern lines, 
while also being spacious and generous when you sit in it. The metal 
frame makes it stable and durable, yet easy to lift and move if you want 
to refurbish or if you maybe move to a new home. Does the sofa need 
to double as a bed? Then choose the sofa-bed that quickly and easily 
transforms into a comfortable bed. The springy seat and elastic foam 
mean that you sit and sleep comfortably.

Sustainable the whole way
BRÅTHULT sofa is made of lightweight yet sturdy and durable materi-
als. The flat packs which the sofa comes in make it easier for you to 
transport and carry into your home. It also makes our transports more 
efficient which means that we can keep our carbon dioxide emissions 
down and prices low. The sofa is also designed so that you can easily 
separate and recycle the materials (at some point, many years down 
the road). Sustainable the whole way!

BUYING GUIDE

MODELS
Three-seat sofa
Corner sofa
Corner sofa-bed

Removable cover

Choice of cover

Washable cover

Storage in footstool

BRÅTHULT
Sofa series
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HOW TO CONVERT

It’s easy to transform BRÅTHULT sofa-bed into a spacious and 
comfortable bed. First, pull out the underframe. Then simply 
fold out the legs and position the underframe in place and 
attach it to the sofa ‒ now the bed is ready for a good night’s 
sleep.
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COMBINATIONS

BRÅTHULT 3-seat sofa. 
Overall size: W212×D78×H69 cm

BRÅTHULT corner sofa
Overall size: W212xD78/149xH69 cm

BRÅTHULT corner sofa-bed
Overall size: W212xD78/149xH69 cm

Total price incl. cover 

BRÅTHULT Vissle red/orange 892.178.45 359€
BRÅTHULT Borred grey-green 092.178.49 409€

Parts included in this combination
BOMSUND comfort cover 1 pc
BOMSUND frame for corner sofa-bed 1 pc
BOMSUND mattress 70×130 cm 1 pc
BOMSUND mattress 70×200 cm 1 pc
BOMSUND mattress 70×70 cm 1 pc
BRÅTHULT cushion set 1 pc
BRÅTHULT cover for corner sofa 1 pc

Total price incl. cover 

BRÅTHULT Vissle red/orange 092.178.30 289€
BRÅTHULT Borred grey-green 192.178.20 339€

Parts included in this combination
BOMSUND comfort cover 1 pc
BOMSUND frame for corner sofa 1 pc
BOMSUND mattress 70×200 cm 1 pc
BOMSUND mattress 70×70 cm 1 pc
BRÅTHULT cushion set 1 pc
BRÅTHULT cover for corner sofa 1 pc

Total price incl. cover 

BRÅTHULT Vissle red/orange 292.178.10 259€
BRÅTHULT Borred grey-green 592.178.04 289€

Parts included in this combination
BOMSUND comfort cover 1 pc
BOMSUND mattress 70×200 1 pc
BOMSUND 3-seat sofa frame 1 pc
BRÅTHULT cushion set 1 pc
BRÅTHULT cover for so3 1 pc
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EXTRA COVERS
BRÅTHULT cover for 3-seat sofa.

VISSLE red-orange 103.361.82 40€
BORRED grey-green 103.362.43 70€

BRÅTHULT cover for corner sofa and corner sofa-bed.

VISSLE red-orange 403.361.90 50€
BORRED grey-green 103.362.38 100€

EXTRA MATRESSES
BOMSUND mattress 70×200 cm. Fits BRÅTHULT 3-seat 
sofa, corner sofa and corner sofa-bed.

303.361.62 35€

BOMSUND mattress 70×130 cm. Fits BRÅTHULT corner 
sofa-bed.

103.361.58 40€

BOMSUND mattress 70×70 cm. Fits BRÅTHULT corner sofa 
and corner sofa-bed.

403.361.66 15€

Our fabrics have been tested
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and armchairs 
so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s ability to 
resist abrasion is tested by using a machine to rub it against 
another fabric while applying firm pressure. A fabric that can 
take 15,000 cycles is suitable for furniture that must withstand 
everyday life at home – and if it can take more than 30,000 
cycles, it is very resistant to abrasion. All fabrics are sensitive 
to sunlight, which is why we also check that our fabrics resist 
fading effectively.

Washing instructions

Resistance 
to abrasion 
(cycles)

Light  
fastness 
(0-6)

VISSLE red-orange 100% cotton. Machine washable at 40°C. 50.000 5

BORRED grey-green 95% polyester, 5% nylon Machine washable at 40°C. 25.000 5

GOOD TO KNOW

Durable in different ways
Tough tests are an important way to check the durability of our 
fabric covers, but they don’t tell the whole story. Durability also 
depends on materials, construction and manner of use. Heavy, 
tightly woven fabrics with a flat surface are most resistant to 
abrasion. Fabrics with a mixture of natural and synthetic fibres 
can withstand abrasion better than fabrics with only natural 
fibers. Yarn-dyed fabrics are more durable than fabrics with 
printed patterns. And a dirty cover wears out faster than a 
clean one. The fabric is also affected by how you use your sofa 
of course.


